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South Pembroke Hazards

Rod Brown & Mike Browell
P hOlOgraphs 48-SI

Two fatal accidents to climbers in South Pembroke in 1982/83 and several serious
but non-terminal incidents are worrying and prompt the question, 'why?' Too
easily the reasons are overlooked and put down to inexperience, carelessness or
someone else's mistakes, but in fact the full explanation is a combination of these
and other complexities which together make South Pembroke potentially a very
hazardous place to climb.
Geology and Geomorphology

Climbers are not unfamiliar with sea-washed limestone. Swanage has been
popular for years and sections which plummet into the salty depths are quickly
forgotten. Nevertheless, in considering aspectS ofsafety it is vital to point out that
cliffs produced by marine erosion do contain a greater proportion of loose rock
than cliffs formed in almost any other erosional system. The reason is that wave
erosion on an exposed coast is such a rapid process that it maintains cliffs even in
relatively weak materials such as boulder clay or chalk (as at Beachy Head) that
simply would not form cliffs capable ofsurviving for long in situations of hillslope
erosion, river incision or glacier erosion. Thus one may find in sea cliffs massive
rocks along with a wide range of weaker material. Therefore, in terms of rock
reliability, sea cliffs in Britain are the most hazardous places to climb. Of the
inland cliffs, only some quarries and recent landslip scarps, both of which have
experienced rapid exposure of masses of rock of varied resistance, offer
comparable hazards. Amongst the many crags to have been discovered during the
recent phase of explosive development in sea cliff climbing are some which,
unfortunately, present enhanced and unusual hazards due to geological and
geomorphological factors. The limestone cliffs of South Pembroke are in this
category, as are the less hurriedly developed crags of Gower.
Geology and Crag Character

The unusual characteristics of South Pembroke's limestone sea cliffs may be
illustrated by comparison with crags in other limestone areas, for example North
Wales and Derbyshire. One of the striking differences is South Pembroke's
considerable variation in cliff architecture. This gives great variety of line and
character to the climbing. As in all limestone areas, wherever the bedding lies
close to the horizontal, the cliffs typically include steep walls, grooves, aretes and
cracklines, all of which are mainly determined by the density and orientation of
the sub-vertical joint structures. But, in addition, the South Pembroke crags have
a wide range of slab climbs on bedding planes set at all angles from the sublime to

the ridiculous. In a few places the bedding is vertical and the climbing resembles
that on the East Wall of the Fleischbank in the Kaisergebirge - steep smooth
walls, vertical bedding cracks in bulging walls and asymmetrical corners and aretes.
This is a style of climbing that is not to be found in North Wales or Derbyshire.
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Years
Before Geological Geological Glacials& Climatic, Coastal & Sea
Present Periods Epochs lnterglacials Level Conditions

10,000 Holocene Postglacial Sea rise to present level

Cold conditions with permafrost
Welsh and Irish Sea ice entirely
melted by 15,000 years ago

Devensian Maximum glacial extent 18,000
Glaciation years ago. Minimum sea level.

Cold conditions with permafrost
outside the ice limit

Cold conditions with short

70,000 Quaternary Pleistocene
warmer phases. Low sea level

Coastline begins to assume
Ipswichian modern form. Sea level slightly
Interglacial higher than present. Temperate

climate
100,000

Glaciers melted certainly by
130,000 years ago. Sea level rises

Early Wales entirely covered by an
Glaciation ice-sheet. Low sea level

No record of earlier glaciations.
Fluctuations of climate; cold to

c.2
temperate

million Temperate/warm conditions. Sea
level much higher than present.

Pliocene Coastal limestone plateau of
Pembroke & Gower pl'obably

c. 5.5
cut by marine erosion

million Tertiary British area was probably a land
mass undergoing erosion in a
tropical climate

Miocene Alpine tectonic movements
probably merely reactivated
Armorican and earlier folds and
faults in South Wales

c.22
million Oligocene } South Wales probably a landEocene

Palaeocene area wldergoing erosion
c. 65
million Jurassic & Cretaceous events not shown - not of direct relevance to crag formation
240
million Permo- Continental desert conditions,

Triassic prolonged erosion

280 Armorican Orogeny: severe folding & faulting of South Wales coast area
million Coals, shales and sandstones

Coal Measures deposited in tropical delta

Upper
swamps

Carboniferous Millstone Grit Sandstone and shales deposited
in warm deltaic conditions

Deposition of limestone in warm
Lower Carboniferous seas with abundant calcareous

370 Limestone secreting organisms
million

Figure I. G'eological events relating to the limestone sea cliffs of South Wales.
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The differences of crag form are due to the southward increase in the intensity
of the folding and faulting of the Carboniferous (and earlier) strata by the
compressional movements ofthe Armorican orogeny. Thus the fold structures in
both the North Wales and Derbyshire Carboniferous Limestones, are much less
severe, resulting in bedding structures which rarely exceed an angle of 100. The
varied character of crag form in Pembroke limestone however, does not con
tribute to the greater hazards of climbing there. To identify the two key factors
responsible for insecure rock one must first look in greater depth at the effects of
the Armorican folding events of some 280 million years ago and at the more recent
glaciation.
Geology and the Hazard Factor

The more severe deformation imposed by the Armorican folding in what is now
the South Wales coast resulted, not only in a much greater intensity of faulting
and jointing, but also in the development of cleavage. On exposed rock surfaces
the cleavage planes are visible as hairline fractures in parallel patterns with a
spacing which varies from a few centimetres to a few tens of centimetres. These
micro-structures have two effects: firstly, they are planes of low strength along
which fracture may occur; secondly, they are planes ofmicroporosity which water
may penetrate to initiate weathering processes such as freeze-thaw or chemical
alteration. Thus for geological reasons, the raw materials of the South Pembroke
sea cliffs are less strong and less predictable than equivalent rock types in North
Wales or Derbyshire.
Geomorphology - the Glacial Legacy

While we may now bask in the summer sun on warm shores it is only some
10,000 years ago that Britain began to thaw out after the very cold conditions of
the Ice Age. Figure 1 illustrates the general sequence of events affecting the
development of the limestone crags of the South Wales coast.

In Wales as a whole there is evidence ofonly two periods ofextensive glaciation,
the first ending more than 130,000 years ago. The entire land area of Wales and
the adjacent tracts of the Irish Sea and the Bristol Channel were for a long period
buried beneath glacial ice. In Pembroke the main legacy of this glaciation is a thin
and discontinuous cover of glacial drift on the limestone plateau north of the
coast. The plateau is remarkably uniform in altitude (40-S0m) between
Stackpole Head and Linney Head, and is probably a platform cut by marine
erosion in the Pliocene, when sea levels are known to have been higher than at
present (see figure 2).

In the more recent Devensian glaciation, the North Wales coast was a zone
where Irish Sea ice moving south came into direct opposition to Welsh ice moving
north. Pebbles of Scottish and Lakeland origin in the local drift deposits suggest
that the Ormes and Craig-y-Forwyn were certainly overrun at times by the Irish
ice. A consequence of the ice erosion in this area is that the slopes were scoured of
any interglacial weathered debris and fresh rock faces were exposed. In South
Wales, however, the Devensian ice sheet just failed to overrun South Pembroke
and South Gower in its southward movement, although St. David's Head, the
island of Skomer and the Swansea region were all engulfed by ice.

Whilst other parts of Wales buried beneath the glaciers were being scoured by
ice erosion, South Pembroke enjoyed a periglacial climate. Under these
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Figure 2
Distribution and movement of ice during the Devensian Glaciation of south-west
Wales

conditions there developed a permafrost which extended tens of metres into the
rocks beneath the plateau surface. The upper few metres of the ground were
subjected to a seasonal freeze-thaw quite distinct from the fairly stable
temperature profile characteristically found beneath an ice sheet. This produced
a thick layer of frost-shattered rock in which the degree ofdisturbance diminishes
with depth below the plateau surface.

At the present time, as marine erosion cuts back into the cliff line, fresh
sections of this deeply shattered rock are continually being exposed in the upper
sectors of the cliffs. Therefore, as a climber moves higher on a Pembroke
limestone sea cliff his chances of meeting potentially unstable masses of rock,
including huge blocks, increase. This hazard is of course additional to the
generally weaker state of the limestones due to the presence of close jointing and
cleavage.
A Derbyshire Comparison

In Derbyshire also there is no evidence of glaciation of the limestone area
during the Devensian, although it seems that an ice lobe entered the Wye Valley
from the west during an earlier glaciation. Why then are the natural limestone
crags in this area not as loose as the South Wales limestone sea cliffs? Firstly the
Derbyshire limestones are structurally less deformed; they have fewer and less
severe folds, faults and joints, and there is no cleavage. Secondly, all are either
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hillslope crags or river bluffs of some antiquity. Only the more massive and less
easily weathered beds are capable of maintaining cliffs of a height suitable for
climbing. Less massive limestones exposed during valley cutting are soon
converted into scree. By contrast the Derbyshire limestone quarries expose a frost
shattered layer comparable to that encountered in South Pembroke and replicate
some of the rock hazards.
The Human Factor

In the past four years, rock climbing in Pembroke has come ofage. Its meteoric
rise to popularity both in the numbers of active climbers and in the calibre of the
climbers is without precedent in Britain. At Easter 1982, some 200 teams were
operating in the area. At Easter 1978, would there have been 20? The new route
boom in South Pembroke is still on. Climbers can pick and choose from a very
wide spectrum of climbs and many find themselves carrying out renewed
gardening exercises, part of the process of shedding loose rock which was done at
a more gradual pace over several years in Derbyshire.

A further dimension to the situation is that of grading inaccuracies. Many
routes have had few ascents (several have had only one) before guidebook
publication. Consensus gradings have not beert possible and information is often
incomplete. These difficulties are compounded by access and tidal problems.

So far, nothing in this is too worrying so long as climbers at HVS/XS level have
sufficient experience and ability to judge rock conditions and take objective
dangers in their stride.

Loose rock is part of climbing's heritage. In the established centres of Wales,
Lakes and the Peak, each has its own specially loose crags, for example White
Ghyll, Ravensdale, Wild Cat and Gogarth. In the early years, routes were climbed
by a mere handful of pioneers who were often alpinists with experience of loose
rock on a grand scale and a cautious approach was adopted. Today's activists in
South Pembroke have had a different sort of apprenticeship spent on hard, sound
and established climbs in Wales, Lakes and the Peak augmented by practice on a
climbing wall and in a weights room. Gymnastically brilliant, phenomenally
strong and packed with stamina they may be, but naive to very real objective
dangers in a new and fast developing area of inherently loose limestone.

South Pembroke limestone sea cliffs therefore present not only the usual
hazards of sea cliffs, but also greater and less predictable hazards of rock fracture
and block instability than are found on most other limestone crags in Britain.
Unfortunately many of the climbers involved in the eighties' Pembroke boom
lack sufficient respect in dealing with loose rock and must show a greater level of
caution whenever rock is encountered which appears to be even the slightest bit
Illsecure.
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